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CSCE 3600: Systems Programming  
Recitation Assignment 6 – Alarms and Signals 

Due: 11:59 PM on Friday, October 18, 2019 
 
PROGRAM DESCRIPTION: 
In this assignment, you will develop a C program that will implement an alarm using a 
parent and child process along with signal handling. In particular, you will implement the 
following: 

• Your program should accept 1 command-line argument, an integer for the number of 
seconds of the “snooze” alarm. Remember, that to accept command-line arguments, 
you will need to change the signature of your main function to: 
int main(int argc, char *argv[]) 

{ 

… 

} 

You	 may	 assume	 that	 the	 user	 enters	 an	 integer	 along	 with	 the	 command,	 though	 the	
number	of	command-line	arguments	may	be	less	than	or	greater	than	one.	

• Define a user-defined function called signal_alarm, passing in 1 integer for the 
signal number. Your function should contain only 1 line of code to display the text 
"buzz buzz buzz”. 

• Inside your main function: 

o You should check that exactly 1 argument is passed in (this means that argc 
should be 2, since the command itself counts as 1). If the user does not pass 
exactly 1 argument, display a usage statement and terminate the program. 

o Generate a seeded, random number (integer) between 5 and 10, inclusively. 
o Install the signal_alarm signal handler for the type SIGALRM. 

o Use the fork system call to create a child process: 

§ Inside the child process, loop through the number of times as the integral 
value passed in as the command-line argument, where inside this loop you 
will sleep for 1 second and then print a counter with the words “tick-tock”. 
Then, outside the loop, if the integral value of the command-line argument is 
less than the seeded, random number generated earlier, you will send a 
SIGALRM signal to the child’s parent process using the kill system call; 
otherwise, you will send a SIGALRM signal to this (i.e., the child) process 
using the raise system call. 
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§ Inside the parent process, schedule the alarm using the random number 
generated earlier. This can be done using the alarm system call, passing in 
the random number. Then, suspend this (i.e., the parent) process using the 
pause system call and finally, use the wait system call to wait for the child 
process to finish. 

§ If there is an error creating the child process, use the perror system call, 
passing the string “fork". 

Now, run the program and notice the results from the SAMPLE OUTPUT below. If the 
value of the snooze value (i.e., the command-line argument) is less than the random 
number generated, your child process will send a SIGALRM signal to the parent to print 
"buzz buzz buzz” and then terminate. Otherwise, the scheduled alarm will signal 
from the parent process causing the “buzz buzz buzz”, but the child process will 
continue to execute beyond that, ultimately terminating with a second “buzz buzz 
buzz” (i.e., the snooze alarm). Note that the number after the “alarm application 
starting:” text is the random number that was generated. 

SAMPLE OUTPUT (user input shown in bold green): 
$ ./a.out 8 
alarm application starting: 10 
1: tick-tock 
2: tick-tock 
3: tick-tock 
4: tick-tock 
5: tick-tock 
6: tick-tock 
7: tick-tock 
8: tick-tock 
buzz buzz buzz 
$ ./a.out 8 
alarm application starting: 7 
1: tick-tock 
2: tick-tock 
3: tick-tock 
4: tick-tock 
5: tick-tock 
6: tick-tock 
buzz buzz buzz 
7: tick-tock 
8: tick-tock 
buzz buzz buzz 
  

REQUIREMENTS: 
• No comments are required for this recitation assignment, except for your name at 

the top of each program. 
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• Your program should be named “rec06.c”, without the quotes. 

• Your program will be graded based largely on whether it works correctly on the 
CSE machines (e.g., cse01, cse02, …, cse06), so you should make sure that 
your program compiles and runs on a CSE machine. 

• Although this assignment is to be submitted individually (i.e., each student will 
submit his/her own source code), you may receive assistance from your TA and 
even other classmates. Please remember that you are ultimately responsible for 
learning and comprehending this material as the recitation assignments are given 
in preparation for the minor assignments, which must be completed individually. 

• Please do not share this assignment or your work with other students to allow 
them the opportunity to benefit from this exercise and learn this material.  

SUBMISSION: 
• You will electronically submit your program to the Recitation 6 dropbox in 

Canvas by the due date and time. No late recitation assignments will be 
accepted. 


